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Reduced Circulating Natural Killer T Cells and 
γ/δ T Cells in Patients with Systemic Sclerosis
VALERIA RICCIERI, GILBERTO PARISI, ANTONIO SPADARO, ROSSANA SCRIVO, FRANCESCA BARONE,
TIZIANA MORETTI, GRAZIELLA BERNARDINI, ROBERTO STROM, EGISTO TACCARI, and GUIDO VALESINI

ABSTRACT. Objective. To evaluate peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) expressing natural killer (NK)
cell surface markers (CD16 and CD56, in both CD3– and CD3+ cells) and γ/δ T cell receptors (TCR)
involved in non-MHC-restricted cytotoxicity, assessing their possible relationship with clinical and
laboratory variables in patients with systemic sclerosis (SSc).
Methods. We submitted 50 patients with SSc to detailed clinical and laboratory assessment, and also
performed PBMC subset analyses by direct dual immunofluorescence and flow cytometry.
Results. No statistically significant differences were found in the percentages or the absolute num-
bers of total lymphocytes, of B cells, and of CD4+ T cells. The absolute number of CD8+ cells was
lower (p < 0.03), while HLA-DR+ elements were higher in frequency (p < 0.03) in SSc patients than
in healthy controls. SSc patients had lower values (both percentage and absolute number) of NK-T
cells (p < 0.01 and p < 0.003, respectively) and of T cells expressing γ/δ TCR (p < 0.01 and p <
0.005, respectively); whereas NK cells were marginally but not significantly decreased. The absolute
number of NK-T cells showed an inverse correlation to erythrocyte sedimentation rate values (p <
0.03; rs = –0.306), percentage of γ-globulins (p < 0.01; rs = –0.353), and serum concentrations of IgG
(p < 0.02; rs = –0.334).
Conclusion. Impairment of NK-T cells and of T cells expressing γ/δ TCR may lead to downregula-
tion of normal immune response, and seems to be important for immunological and inflammatory
aspects of SSc. (J Rheumatol 2005;32:283–6)
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Natural killer (NK) cells, characterized by CD16 and CD56
surface markers, can mediate cytotoxicity with no antigen
specificity, no MHC restriction, and no memory, acting as
effector cells of natural immunity1. NK functions are also
shared by a small proportion of CD3-positive T cells
expressing CD16 and CD56 surface markers, and are there-
fore indicated as NK-T cells. The majority of these cells rec-
ognize glycolipid antigens in the context of CD1d, to which
they respond by releasing immunoregulatory cytokines1,2.

γ/δ T cells, a minor (1–5%) subpopulation of circulating
T lymphocytes, seem to play an effector role in autoimmune
responses, not only producing growth factors and cytokines,
but also by their cytotoxic activity, which is essentially non-
MHC-restricted3,4.

Any impairment of these specific cell subsets is likely to

be highly relevant to the development of autoimmune
diseases5.

Systemic sclerosis (SSc) is a multisystem disease charac-
terized by diffuse microvascular involvement and tissue
fibrosis. Identification of the main cellular elements able to
stimulate the pathological process underlying SSc is still a
matter of debate, and only limited and contrasting data are
available on the cytotoxic aspects of this disease. For the
non-MHC-restricted cytotoxicity there is no clear hypothe-
sis, and the overall number of NK cells can be within nor-
mal range, increased, or decreased6-8. Recently, NK-T cell
depletion leading to lower reactivity of this cellular subset
with respect to normal individuals has been described in
patients with SSc9.

Conflicting data exist about the possible involvement of
T cell receptor (TCR) γ/δ-positive lymphocytes in SSc7,10,11.
These elements seem to home preferentially to sites of
inflammation, in particular to the skin11, and in patients with
active disease they appear to accumulate more markedly in
the tissues, while they are downregulated in the peripheral
blood7.

We evaluated PBMC expressing NK surface markers
(CD16 and CD56, in both CD3– or CD3+ cells) or the γ/δ
TCR in patients with SSc, and assessed their possible rela-
tionship with clinical and laboratory measures, to determine
their possible role in SSc.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fifty patients with SSc (47 women, 3 men) fulfilling the ACR preliminary
criteria12 were enrolled in the study.

Disease duration was determined from onset of first symptoms attrib-
uted to SSc and cutaneous involvement was characterized as limited or dif-
fuse. All patients submitted to a detailed clinical assessment, and organ
involvement was investigated as described13. Routine laboratory investiga-
tions included the main hematological, inflammatory, and immunological
variables. PBMC subset analyses of patients and of 28 healthy blood donor
controls comparable for sex and age (26 women, 2 men; age 50.6 yrs, range
24–72) were performed by direct dual immunofluorescence and flow
cytometry (FACScan, Becton Dickinson, Mountain View, CA, USA) as
described14. The following commercial monoclonal antibodies (Becton
Dickinson) were used: anti-CD3, anti-CD4, anti-CD8, anti-CD19, anti-
HLA-DR, anti-TCR-γ/δ-1 (which reacts with all known γ/δ T cell clones
and lines), and anti-CD16/CD56, specific for the NK-associated antigens.
NK and NK-T cells were identified by double-staining. NK cells were anti-
CD3-negative and anti-CD16/CD56-positive, while NK-T cells were dou-
ble-positive.

Statistical analysis was performed using Mann-Whitney and Kruskal-
Wallis nonparametric tests. Spearman rank coefficient was used for corre-
lation calculations. P values less than 0.05 were considered statistically sig-
nificant.

RESULTS
The main clinical and demographic data and laboratory
findings of the 50 SSc patients are shown in Table 1. Eleven
patients were receiving low dose steroids (< 10 mg pred-
nisone daily) and 8 were also undergoing immunosuppres-
sive treatments.

No statistically significant differences were found in the
percentages and absolute numbers of total lymphocytes, of
B cells (CD19-positive), or of CD4-positive T cells. The
absolute number (but not the percentage) of CD8-positive T
cells was lower (p < 0.03) in SSc patients than in controls,
while HLA-DR-positive T cells were higher in frequency (p
< 0.03) but not in absolute number.

As shown in Table 2, compared to controls, SSc patients
had considerably lower values (as both percentage and
absolute number) of NK-T cells (p < 0.01 and p < 0.003,
respectively; Figure 1) and of T cells expressing γ/δ TCR (p
< 0.01 and p < 0.005, respectively), while NK cells were

marginally but not significantly decreased in both percent-
age and absolute number. Even considering only those
patients who were not undergoing cytotoxic therapy, the
absolute number and the percentage of NK-T cells (p <
0.006 and p < 0.01, respectively) and γ/δ T cells (p < 0.01
and p < 0.01, respectively) remained significantly lower
with respect to controls.

Some biochemical variables, such as erythrocyte sedi-
mentation rate (ESR; p < 0.03; rs = –0.306), percentage of γ-
globulins (p < 0.01; rs = –0.353), and serum concentrations
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Table 2. Values of NK, NK-T and γ/δ T cells in 50 patients with SSc compared to 28 healthy controls.

SSc, Controls, p
n = 50 n = 28

Absolute counts*
Lymphocytes 1990 (1580–2420) 2235 (1576–2595) NS
NK cells 177 (106–270) 220 (140–392) NS
NK-T cells 59 (24–87) 102 (62–166) < 0.003
γ/δ+ T cells 41 (26–72) 79.5 (55–118) < 0.005

Percentages
Lymphocytes 29.8 (22.9–36.2) 34.7 (26.2–38.8) NS
NK cells 8.4 (6.4–14.8) 11.1 (6.8–15.6) NS
NK-T cells 2.7 (1.5–4.8) 5.4 (2.6–7.6) < 0.01
γ/δ+ T cells 2.2 (1.6–3.5) 3.5 (2.6–4.5) < 0.01

Median values (25th and 75th percentile) (due to the non-gaussian shape of most distributions). NS: nonsignifi-
cant. * Expressed as n/µl.

Table 1. Main clinical, demographic, and laboratory data for 50 SSc
patients.

M/F 3/47
Mean age, yrs (range) 53.1 (20–77)
Mean disease duration, mo (range) 107.4 (12–420)
Diffuse SSc/limited SSc, n 36/14
Digital pitting scars, n (%) 29 (58)
Calcinosis, n (%) 7 (14)
Telangectasia, n (%) 18 (36)
Organ system involvement

Lung, n (%) 23 (46)
Isolated pulmonary hypertension, n (%) 16 (32)
Esophagus, n (%) 27 (54)
Joint, n (%) 37 (74)
Heart, n (%) 14 (28)

ESR, mm/h* (range) 29.6 (2–114)
CRP, mg/l* (range) 16.8 (3–96)
Leukocytes, µl* (range) 6700 (2700–13700)
Serum albumin*, % (range) 52.4 (41–62.5)
Serum α2-globulin*, % (range) 12.1 (8.9–16.1)
Serum γ-globulin*, % (range) 19.1 (9.6–31.1)
IgG*, mg/dl (range) 1485.6 (635–3138)
IgA*, mg/dl (range) 340.9 (90–784)
IgM*, mg/dl (range) 197.9 (62–482)
ANA positive, n (%) 48 (98)
Antitopoisomerase I antibody positive, n (%) 26 (52)
Anticentromere antibody positive, n (%) 12 (24)

* Mean value.
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of IgG (p < 0.02; rs = –0.334), were inversely correlated with
the absolute number of NK-T cells, but not with γ/δ T cells.

No other significant correlation was found among the
different cell subsets and the clinical or laboratory markers.

DISCUSSION
Impairment of CD8-positive T cells in patients with SSc, as
observed in our study, has been described, as well as the
presence of HLA-DR-positive (“activated”) T cells,
assumed to underlie the persistence of immunological reac-
tions in SSc15.

NK and NK-T cells are known to play a pivotal role in
the normal functions of the human immune system, where-
as NK-T cells, responding to glycolipid antigens in the con-
text of Cd1d molecules, have unique effector functions in
antimicrobial responses, in antineoplastic immunity, and in
regulating the balance between tolerance and autoimmunity,
without equivalents among MHC-restricted T cells1,2.
Moreover T cells that express γ/δ TCR possess cytotoxic
properties, are thought to mediate NK-like activity, and
appear to produce several cytokines involved in the immune
response4,16. Several authors have emphasized the impor-
tance of “normal,” non-MHC-restricted cytotoxic activity of
both NK cells and T lymphocytes in preventing autoimmune
processes1,3,4,16.

Impairment of these non-MHC-restricted cytotoxic cellu-
lar subsets, which regulate the balance between tolerance and
autoimmunity, also seems to be important in the develop-
ment of SSc, although their role remains largely unknown6-8.

In our patients, the number of NK cells was not signifi-
cantly different from that of the control group. There was,
however, a significant reduction of NK-T cells, consistent
with the hypothesis that impairment of this cellular subset
might be essential in the generation of autoimmune dis-
eases9. The simultaneous depletion of circulating T cells that

express γ/δ TCR could be related to their homing to sites of
inflammation, e.g., to the skin, the preferential target tissue
for SSc, as suggested by Giacomelli, et al11.

A similar observation on the impairment of γ/δ T cells,
together with NK cells, in the peripheral blood of SSc
patients has been reported by Holcombe, et al7, who have
emphasized how the abundance of these cellular subsets
varies depending on some patients’ characteristics, such as
presence of anti-Scl70 antibodies and disease duration.

NK cells are known to be able to either suppress or sup-
port antibody production by directly helping B cells to dif-
ferentiate into antibody-forming cells or by indirectly
enhancing the suppressor activity of CD8-positive T cells1,
whereas γ/δ T cells appear to act essentially on autoimmune
processes, either by developing modulatory effects on other
T cell subsets or by exerting a regulatory role in the matura-
tion of B cell autoreactivity3,5,10,16. Our study shows for the
first time that a depletion in the number and percentage of
circulating NK-T cells is inversely correlated to some
inflammatory (ESR) and immunological (γ-globulins and
IgG) indicators. The higher serum levels of γ-globulins, and
in particular of IgG immunoglobulins, that we found in our
patients, together with the impairment of NK-T cells, could
be due to a downregulation of these regulatory effects.

We therefore suggest that impairment of these specific
lymphocyte subsets may lead to downregulation of the con-
trol mechanisms that underlie a normal immune response.
Reduction of the cellular subpopulations involved in non-
MHC-restricted cytotoxicity seems in particular to be
important for a number of different immunological and
inflammatory aspects of SSc.
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Figure 1. FACS dot plots showing decreased NK-T cells (CD3+/CD16CD56+) in PBMC from one patient with SSc
(right) and from a healthy control (left).
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